
THE CITY OF CARDIFF COUNCIL                                         AGENDA ITEM 6 
CYNGOR DINAS CAERDYDD 
 
 
POLICY REVIEW & PERFORMANCE 
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE                           6 May 2014 
 
 
CORRESPONDENCE – INFORMATION REPORT 
 
 
 
Background 
1. Following Committee meetings, the Chair writes a letter to the relevant Cabinet 

Member or senior officer, summing up the Committee’s comments, concerns and 

recommendations regarding the issues considered during that meeting. The letter 

usually asks for a response from the Cabinet Member to any recommendations 

made and sometimes requests further information.   

 

Issues 
2. A copy of the Correspondence Monitoring sheet detailing the Committee’s 

correspondence and those responses received is attached at Appendix A. For 

ease of reference, the lines of those letters to which the Committee has received a 

full response and where no actions are left outstanding have now been removed 

from the document. Where new information has been added since the Committee 

last considered a correspondence report, this information is highlighted in bold. 

Attached to this report are copies of recent correspondence, including some letters 

which had been outstanding from the former Cabinet Member for Finance & 

Economic Development. 

 

12 September 2013 and 29 October 2013 meetings 
3. The Committee considered the 2014/15 Budget Strategy at its September 2013 

meeting and Month 3 2013/14 Budget Monitoring at its 29 October 2013 meeting. 

Copies of the Chair’s letters are attached at Appendices B and C. A copy of the 

combined response from the then Cabinet Member for Finance and Economic 

Development is attached at Appendix D.  



29 October 2013 meeting 
4. The Committee also considered arrangements for the procurement of the Advice 

Package under Cardiff Council’s Review of Grants at this meeting. The Committee 

wrote to the then Cabinet Member for Community & Neighbourhood Regeneration 

and Social Justice at the time, and received a response. These are attached at 

Appendices E and F. The Committee has recently received a follow-up letter from 

the Cabinet Member for Health, Housing and Wellbeing which is attached at 

Appendix G.   
 

26 November 2013 meeting 
5. At this meeting, the Committee considered a 2014/15 Budget Strategy update and 

received Directorate Budget briefings. A copy of the Chair’s letter to the Cabinet 

Member is attached at Appendix H and his response at Appendix I.  
 

7 January 2014 meeting 
6. The Committee scrutinised Central Transport Services and Facilities Management 

at this meeting. A copy of the Chair’s letter is attached at Appendix J and the 

response at Appendix K.  
 

1 April 2014 meeting 
7. The Committee considered the Council’s Website at this meeting, as well as the 

2013/14 Quarter 3 Performance report. Copies of the Chair’s letters are attached at 

Appendices L and M. Responses are awaited.  
 

Legal Implications 
8. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and 

recommend but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this 

report are to consider and review matters there are no direct legal implications. 

However, legal implications may arise if and when the matters under review are 

implemented with or without any modifications. Any report with recommendations 

for decision that goes to Cabinet/Council will set out any legal implications arising 

from those recommendations. All decisions taken by or on behalf of the Council 

must (a) be within the legal powers of the Council; (b) comply with any procedural 

requirement imposed by law; (c) be within the powers of the body or person 



exercising powers on behalf of the Council; (d) be undertaken in accordance with 

the procedural requirements imposed by the Council e.g. Scrutiny Procedure 

Rules; (e) be fully and properly informed; (f) be properly motivated; (g) be taken 

having regard to the Council's fiduciary duty to its taxpayers; and (h) be reasonable 

and proper in all the circumstances. 

 

Financial Implications 
9. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and 

recommend but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this 

report are to consider and review matters there are no direct financial implications 

at this stage in relation to any of the work programme. However, financial 

implications may arise if and when the matters under review are implemented with 

or without any modifications. Any report with recommendations for decision that 

goes to Cabinet/Council will set out any financial implications arising from those 

recommendations. 

 

Recommendation 
The Committee is recommended to note the content of the letters attached to this report 

and decide whether it wishes to take any further actions, or request any further 

information. 

 
MARIE ROSENTHAL 
County Clerk and Monitoring Officer 
29 April 2014 

 



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

29/04/2014

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information requested Response 
date

Response Further Actions

17/04/2013 Non-Operational Property Cllr Goodway Committee:
  - Made clear its disappointment that Cllr Goodway did not attend and that Committee did 
not have access to the full draft Cabinet report
  - Commented that there seems to be a lack of vision around the use of non-operational 
property
  - Recommended that the social and community benefits of the estate should be 
considered, as well as the financial benefits
  - Commented that the Review has featured on the Cabinet Forward Plan for months 
without being considered, making planning effective scrutiny difficult
  - Welcomed moves to monitor performance of the estate and to compare this to other 
cities
  - Stated that it wishes to consider the Draft Cabinet report in pre-decision. Prior to this, a 
strategic vision for the use of Non-Operational Property should be developed, as well as 
comparative performance indicators, a communications strategy for existing tenants, 
details of the asset management process and a statement regarding the non-financial 
value/benefits of the estate.

17/05/2013 Response:
 - The Cabinet report will cover many of points raised, but officers have been asked to 
develop a specific section to set out the vision for the development of the estate. 
- A review of workshops is being undertaken and the two issues will be dealt with in one 
report. Timescale to be determined. 
 - Cllr Goodway will reflect on the Committee's request to consider the report in pre-
decision at the appropriate time

UPDATE 09/07/2013
Officers have stated that the report may go to September Cabinet in 
conjunction with a review of the Council's workshop estate
UPDATE 12/08/2013
Officers have confirmed that the report will not be ready for 
September Cabinet. Date has yet to be confirmed.
UPDATE 20/09/2013
This may be ready for 29th October Committee meeting. 
UPDATE 09/10/2013
Asset management has been raised as a pressing issue which the 
Council must address, by both the WLGA Peer Review and the WAO 
Improvement Report. 
UPDATE 27/11/2013
The Economic Development Director indicated that a paving asset 
management report would go to Cabinet in January 2014, followed by 
a more detailed report in March 2014. The Committee indicated that 
they would like to consider the detailed report in March. 
UPDATE 26/02/2014
The Asset Management report is currently on the Cabinet forward 
plan for March, but the Director has indicated that it will not be ready.
UPDATE 19/03/2014
The Director has indicated that the report will not be ready for April 
Committee.

12/09/2013 Budget Strategy 2014/15 Cllr Goodway Committee: 
- Requested to be kept informed regarding plans for policy-led and business-process led 
savings as plans develop
- Discussed 'nice to have' versus necessary services and wish to continue to engage with 
the Cabinet as these ideas develop
- Will consider Grants proposals at its next meeting
- Raised the issue of affordability of borrowing.

Committee also made a number of comments about the budget process. Members:
- Welcomed the offer of directorate briefings
- Requested to know when the Budget Proposals would be released into the public domain
- Hope that the proposals' narrative will reflect the needs of various audiences
- Asked that all options presented for consultation are pursued, but asked that thought is 
given to those who prefer not to access web-based surveys
- Request that the full results of consultation are available to scrutiny committees and that 
a full review is carried out afterwards to judge the effectiveness of consultation.

27/03/2014   - Apologised for the delay in responding;
  - Set out further details of the financial difficulties facing the Council; 
  - Highlighted the importance of scrutiny of directorates' detailed savings plan and of 
budget monitoring;
  - Set our his calculation that the 2015/16 budget gap could reach £40 million.

None

15/10/2013 WAO Improvement report & 
letter

Cllr Cook Committee:
- Recommends that methods of making the Council's Annual Improvement report more 
accessible discussed at the meeting are implemented;
- Urges action to address the content of the Corporate Plan Delivery Plan 
- Requested clarification regarding WG improvement advice that was not made available 
to the Cabinet
- Notes that a further review of performance reporting is underway and therefore 
postpones its request for a bespoke report
- Will investigate a comparative performance research project with the Scrutiny Research 
team
- Urges action on asset management.

05/11/2013  - Issues of the accessibility of the Report are being addressed;
- The refresh of the Corporate Plan in February 2014 will provide an opportunity to 
address issues with the measurability of the Corporate Plan;
- Offers the revised and clarified guidance regarding improvement planning once 
available, to ensure the Committee has the most up to date guidance;
- Notes the decision to postpone the development of a bespoke report, although the 
Team remains happy to assist;
- Suggests the Scrutiny Research team works with the Improvement Team with 
regards to comparative data;
- Comments regarding Asset management will be passed to the relevant Cabinet 
Member.
UPDATE 7/3/2014
Improvement Planning Guidance forwarded.

None



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

29/04/2014

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information requested Response 
date

Response Further Actions

29/10/2013 Budget Monitoring 2013/14 
M3

Cllr Goodway Committee:
- Noted the seriousness of the Council's financial position and thanked the Cabinet 
Member for the verbal update regarding the position as at Month 5
- Was concerned about the Council's financial forecasting given the speed with which an 
overspend of £3.9 million was predicted after the budget was set
- Emphasised the need for scrutiny of in-year management action and savings activity 
where these result in changes to service delivery or policy
- Recommended consideration of a public monthly monitoring report to Cabinet
- Highlighted ongoing issues with Capital Slippage
- Noted issues with Facilities Management and Central Transport Services savings and will 
consider in more depth in January. Members would like sight of the Resources 
directorate's action plan to reduce its overspend at that meeting
- Would like to consider the Budget Strategy update on 26 November and requested a 
response to this letter and its letter regarding the original Budget Strategy report before 
that date, if possible.

27/03/2014   - Apologised for the delay in responding;
  - Set out further details of the financial difficulties facing the Council; 
  - Highlighted the importance of scrutiny of directorates' detailed savings plan and of 
budget monitoring;
  - Set out his calculation that the 2015/16 budget gap could reach £40 million in the 
next financial year.

None

29/10/2013 Advice Procurement 
Package

Cllr Thorne Committee:
- Welcomed the opportunity to consider the proposals at an early stage
- Requested further details of the supplier workshop at the end of the month with a view to 
Members attending if possible
- Noted the funding envelope has been set at £500k and that any increase would 
necessitate a financial pressures bid
- Noted the importance of contract monitoring to ensure outcomes are delivered and will 
consider this issue in more depth at its April meeting
- Noted that the contract will be reviewed after two years and that the service may come 
back in-house. Some Members were concerned that this may be the case
- Reiterated the request to see the results of the Grants review consultation prior to 
consideration of 2014/15 budget proposals.

18/12/2013   - Details of the Advice workshop were sent to the Principal Scrutiny Officer (Cllr Marshall 
attended on the Committee's behalf)
- Noted comments regarding contract monitoring and would be happy to brief the 
Committee further
- Noted concerns about the vagueness of the Corporate Plan milestones and looks forward 
to briefing the Committee further in February.

None
UPDATE 23 April 2014
A further response was received from Cllr Elsmore, updating the 
Committee on progress on procurement. Consultation has taken place 
and tender documentation has now been completed. The invitation to 
tender will be published in early May

26/11/2013 Budget Strategy / 
Directorate Budget briefings

Cllr Goodway On the budget strategy, the Committee:
  - Hoped that the Council is looking towards English Councils for examples of how to deal 
with the economic situation, and wished to receive further details of work that is ongoing; 
  - Noted comments that Council Tax may have to be raised next year, and would support 
moves to establish with the Minister the exact nature of any cap on such a raise;
Noted that it could not be confirmed that a rise in council tax would result in lower savings 
targets for directorates.
On the Resources Directorate Budget Briefing, the Committee: 
- Noted the various sources of savings under consideration;
- Requested a copy of the KPMG commissioning and procurement report.
On the Corporate Management Budget Briefing, the Committee:
- Queried the different approaches taken to filling or deleting the Corporate Director 
Operations and the Head of Cabinet Office posts;
- Requested a breakdown of the Corporate Initiatives spend this year and confirmation that 
this has been topped up via reserves;
- Requested a breakdown of the Precepts, Levies and Contributions budget.
On the Economic Development Directorate Budget briefing, the Committee: 
- Noted the savings drivers;
- Commented that the transfer of strategic estates to the Directorate would appear to be 
subsidising the area in making savings;
- Recommended pursuing sponsorship opportunities;
- Would like to consider the full asset management report in March 2014.
Committee also asked for replies to any outstanding correspondence.

27/03/2014   - Apologised for the delay in replying;
  - Noted that the KPMG report is still being drafted and is not currently available; 
  - Stated that the deletion of the post of Corporate Director operations was following 
advice from the Interim Head of Paid Service and Chief Executive. Noted that a 
further review of the senior management structure has been recommended and that 
this must ensure sufficient capacity to deal with the current financial challenge;
  - Disagreed with the suggestion that the Economic Development directorate was 
subsidised;
  - Agreed with the Committee's comment that income generating opportunities 
should be pursued.

Confirm details of Corporate Initiatives spend and Precepts and 
Levies contributions.



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

29/04/2014

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information requested Response 
date

Response Further Actions

26/11/2013 Directorate Budget briefings Cllr Cook Committee:
- Noted the 38% savings target which the County Clerk and Monitoring Officer is working 
towards;
- Raised the comment of the Cabinet Member for Finance and Economic Development 
during last year's budget process that the financial pressure approved for Scrutiny 
Services would not be chipped away in future years;
- Would like to be kept informed regarding the Communications review;
- Requested a breakdown of the Members' expenses budget to aid budget scrutiny.

27/01/2014 On behalf of Cllr cook, the Leader responded: 
  - Noting the Committee's comments regarding the Scrutiny budget;
  - Providing details of Members' allowances;
  - Stating that the Communications review should report in March and offered to inform the 
Committee of the outcome

Schedule consideration of Communications & Media Review

UPDATE 5 March 2014
The County Clerk and Monitoring Officer has indicated that the 
Review will not be ready for the Committee's 1st April meeting, but 
may be ready for the May meeting.

UPDATE 29 April 2014
The County Clerk and Monitoring Officer has indicated that the 
Review will not be ready for the Committee's May meeting, but 
may be ready for the June meeting.

07/01/2014 Central Transport Services, 
Facilities Management, 
Month 6 budget monitoring, 
Public Sector Asset 
Management report

Cllr Goodway Committee:
- Was concerned that a number of savings for these areas were deemed to be 
unachievable so soon into the year, having relied on achievability assessments with 
budget proposals to be accurate
- Was disappointed by these difficulties, but positive about the way in which CTS is 
planning for the future
- Noted that buy-in across the Council is vital in changing driver behaviour
- Discussed the proposal to explore creating a CTS trading company, and was concerned 
about the viability of competing with the private sector
- Requested a breakdown of savings for CTS and FM for 11/12 and 12/13
- Requested an assessment of the costs of pool cars vs the cost of officer mileage
- Welcomed the work taken to develop a longer term strategy for FM, but was concerned 
about its ability to plan without a stated position on the future of the Council's estate
- Asked for the full breakdown of savings projections to be re-instated for the Month 8 
budget monitoring report
- Commended the PSAM report to the Cabinet Member.

27/03/2014   - Understood concern regarding unachievable savings, which is why planning 
criterion have been introduced to the budget assessment process;
  -attached a report giving details of the costs of mileage vs pool cars and a 
breakdown of savings;
  - stated that the Section 151 Officer is intending on including an Appendix regarding 
progress against savings proposals with the 2014/15 Month 3 Budget Monitoring 
report.

Check whether a detailed breakdown of progress against savings 
targets is included with future Budget Monitoring reports.

13/02/201 Corporate Plan 2014-17 Leader Committee:
- felt that although some issues raised by the Committee and the Auditor General with 
regards to last year's Plan had been addressed, many had not;
- was disappointed that the draft Corporate Plan had not been ready to go out with all 
Committees' papers and that the Technical Document provided to PRAP had not been 
available for all Committees;
- recommended bringing forward the Corporate and Budget planning process next year;
- was not convinced that the draft met the needs of all of the Plan's audiences;
- felt that the Plan should more clearly address the years after 2014/15;
- was not in a position to judge the alignment of the Plan and other strategic documents 
given the lateness with which the Technical Document was received;

Not yet received

 - requested a firm date for the availability of Directorate Plans;
- recommended that the Plan give more prominence to addressing issues with the Council 
as a corporate body;
- is concerned that the Council's performance framework has not been addressed with the 
urgency required and wishes to receive a clear outline of activity from the AD Sport, 
Leisure and Culture at its March meeting;  
- was not convinced by many of the measurements contained within the Plan;
- noted some areas which should be amended - the alignment of the 
Environment section, the anticipated budget gap and the slant of the Finance and 
Economic Development section.



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

29/04/2014

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information requested Response 
date

Response Further Actions

13/02/2014 Draft Budget Proposals Cllr Goodway Committee:
- recommended that further steps should be taken to provide full information to scrutiny 
committees to enable their consideration of the budget proposals;
- recommended that the process be brought forward to ensure full scrutiny and public 
engagement;
- recommended amendments to the budget consultation process;
- expressed concern about the achievability of savings;
- recommended that savings proposals should more clearly set out the risk/benefits of 
implementation to allow proper scrutiny and Member decision;
- expressed concern about the capital programme and level of proposed borrowing;
- referred Invest to Save to the Audit Committee;
- expressed disappointment that the Workforce Agreement had not been subject to pre-
decision scrutiny and recommended that timely engagement must be put in place in future;
- recommended that the Council's workforce planning be addressed urgently, expressing 
concern about the loss of capacity and knowledge from the organisation;
- declined the Cabinet Member's request to make a comment about Council Tax levels;

05/03/2014   - Officers have been asked to prepare the Budget Strategy report for 2015/16 and an early 
date to enable a realistic timetable for consideration of the budget proposals;
- disagreed that Cabinet had access to information which Scrutiny Committees did not, 
although some details referred to in the meeting were subject to decisions which were yet 
to be taken such that officers could not calculate those figures. The Cabinet Member was 
satisfied this did not prevent scrutiny of the proposals;
- accepted that the proposals language could be cryptic or insufficient, and would work to 
improve this next year;
- reflected that committees could have been asked to consider proposals in January, with 
additional proposals coming in February. Officers will be asked to explore this for the next 
year;
- the Committee's views on non web-based methods of consultation will be taken into 
account next year;

UPDATE:
- Section 151 officer is in discussions regarding progressing this for 
the 2014/15 financial year
- Audit Committee was presented with the Chair's letter in late March, 
regarding Invest to Save schemes. A review will be built into the 
2014/15 Internal Audit programme and will report back to the Audit 
Committee at a later date.

 - recommended that the CardiffWorks operating model be considered further;
 - requested details of the Communications review;
- reiterated that the Council's asset management be addressed urgently;
- noted concern regarding the consultation on the Grants proposals; 
- accepted the offer of monthly budget monitoring information.

  - concurred with concerns around the achievability of savings, hence the contingency fund 
in place;
- has asked that monthly budget monitoring reports are made available;
- refused the request for pre-decision scrutiny of in-year savings if these become 
necessary, given their potential urgency, but would be happy to report these afterwards or 
prospectively where possible;
- highlighted levels of Capital expenditure and borrowing, but noted that few new schemes 
had been approved this year, and that there had been some reductions and removals;
- noted comments regarding the workforce agreement and Academy budgets. The 
Academy increasingly will have to find external funding, although the proposal to reduce its 
budget was not taken forward;
- a Trade Union budget forum will be set up in March 2014, for the 2015/16 process;
- a new approach to Workforce Planning is integral to service planning going forward.

04/03/2014 Cardiff Council 
Performance Review

Leader/ Cllr Cook Committee:
- welcomed the approach being taken by the Chief Executive in developing a mature 
conversation around performance;
- welcomed the holistic and pragmatic way in which the Assistant Director Sport, Leisure 
and Culture is taking, but expects to see real results in the near future;
- Noted the difficult but important balance to be struck between an environment which 
encourages open discussion of performance and one which penalises poor performance;
- Made some specific comments on the draft Quarter 3 performance report presented, 
including the need to reflect the customer point of view; ensuring tracking between periods; 
ensuring trends can be tracked over several years; and the importance of the challenge 
process.
- commended the Scrutiny Research Team's report on performance benchmarking and 
asked for feedback as to how Directors are taking this forward. 

Not yet received

04/03/2014 Attendance & Wellbeing 
Policy Implementation

Cllr Cook Committee: 
- was pleased to learn that sickness absence levels appear to be going down;
- may focus on specific directorates' management of sickness in future;
- urges officers to consider learning from other authorities' and organisations' management 
of sickness, and to spread best practice within the Council;
- asked for further information on schools' adoption of the Policy;
- asked for further details of the likely cost if the projection 2013/14 level of sickness- 10.4 
FTE days - is reached;
- asked for the results of the WAO review and the operational 12 month review of the 
Policy.

Not yet received



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

29/04/2014

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information requested Response 
date

Response Further Actions

01/04/2014 Cardiff Council Website Cllr Cook Committee:
 - noted Cllr Cook's comments that the website had fallen behind in recent years;
 - were pleased that integration with SAP CRM will be in place in September 2015 and that 
this will create a full transactional website
 - queried whether an off the peg solution would have allowed more timely improvements 
but were reassured that the system would be future-proofed an integrated with service 
delivery and management arrangements;
 - raised issues of accessibility, member involvement in web governance; central control of 
the website vs service area management and integration with social media.

Not yet received

01/04/2014 2013/14 Quarter 3 
Performance

Cllr Hinchey Committee:
 - was pleased with the succinctness and clarity of the report;
 - noted that the reports would continue to evolve;
 - queried how cross-cutting issues would be monitored and managed;
 - reiterated the need for effective benchmarking;
 - recommended further exploration of open data;
 - reiterated the Committee's request to consider the Property Strategy;
 - noted moves to develop a public sector hub and asked to scrutinise this further;
 - stated that the Committee had previously accepted the former Cabinet Member for 
Finance's offer of monthly budget monitoring reports and asked if Cllr Hinchey could 
progress this with Christine Salter.

Not yet received
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